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Abstract

As part of the treatment prescription proce-
dure, one has to prescribe in anatomical terms
any GTV (Gross Tumor Volume) according to the
general TNM-rules as well as any other tissues
that are to be treated for presumed subclini-
cal disease. These prescriptions of one or
several Clinical Target Volumes (CTVs) are
based on general oncological principles, and
are not related to the treatment modality. If
external beam radiotherapy is being used, one
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has to consider special problems related to
different geometric inaccuracies and uncer-
tainties, which can be both intrafractional
and interfractional. Such inaccuracies and
uncertainties are due to either the position,
shape and size of the patient/tissues in rela-
tion to a fix point, or to variations in beam
geometry. The two different types of varia-
tions may or may not co-variate. A margin or
margins for these uncertainties has to be
included in the dose planning procedure, which
then will evaluate a static situation, repre-
senting the CTV{s) plus geometric "safety"
margin(s) (= Planning Target Volume, PTV) and
in fact not the true clinical situation. The
dose distribution arrived at for this static
representation will however have to be consi-
dered as representative for the CTV. This
presents of course a dilemma, but one has to
accept a reasonable compromize. There is no
general rule on the size of the different
geometric uncertainties or how they should be
added up. Individual evaluations are needed.

The reasons for se lec t ing different volumes in radiotherapy as
well as the def in i t ions recommended for these volumes for the
purposes of prescr ibing, recording, and reporting external beam
therapy are given in other communications in th i s repor t . The
purpose here i s to point to some special problems that are en-
countered during the process of prescript ion and planning.

DEFINITION OF THE GTV(s) AND PRESCRIPTION OF THE CTV(s).

As part of the treatment prescr ipt ion procedure, one has f i r s t l y
to define in anatomical terras any GTV {Gross Tumor Volume) accor-
ding to the general TNM-rules, and secondly to prescribe also
treatment of other t i s sues for presumed subclinical disease. This
prescr ipt ion of one or several Clinical Target Volume(s) (CTVs) (=
GTV [if present] and presumed subclinical disease) i s based on
general oncological p r inc ip les , and i t i s not related to the
treatment modality.

There are often problems to delineate the GTV unambiguosly, and
th is const i tu tes a t present one of the important uncer ta in t ies in
radiotherapy. The problem var ies with the tumour s i t e as well as
with the diagnostic methods and also with the observer 's experien-
ce. Thus in breast cancer, one may with some his tologic types
(notably tubuloductal carcinomas) arrive at different sizes depen-
ding on which method that i s used for evaluation (palpation, or
mammography, or h is to logy) , and this points to the importance of
s ta t ing , when the treatment i s reported, which method that was
used. Similarly, in bronchogenic carcinoma (Fig. 1) i t i s noto-
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riously difficult to distinguish between the GTV proper and its
secondary changes in the lung parenchyma. New techniques such as
MRI have up to now not eliminated this problem, but future impro-
vements are expected.

Even
arrive
2) .

in seemingly simple situations, different observers may
at different sizes, shapes and position of the GTV (Fig.

Fig. 1. Case of bronchogenic carcinoma. There is a problem to
distinguishe on X-ray between the GTV and its secondary
changes in the lung parenchyma.
From ICRU Report # 50 (1993). (By kind permission from
ICRU).
NB: all figures show only a two-dimensional representa-

tion, but of course all prescriptions and plannings
have to be made for the real three-dimensional
situation.
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Fig. 2. Schematic drawings on lateral orthogonal radiographs for
two patients with brain tumours, where the gross tumour
was delineated by:

8 radiation oncologists (full drawn lines),
2 radiodiagnosticians (dotted lines), and
2 neurosurgeons (cross-lines).

From: Leunens et al., Radiotherapy and Oncology 29
(1993), 169-175. (By kind permission from the editors).

For subclinical (microscopical) loco-regional and distant exten-
sions of the GTV, additional volumes have to be prescribed for
treatment. Such volumes may be:

locally around a GTV,
regional lymph nodes,
well defined anatomical space in continuity (e.g. subdural
space, peritoneum),

distant sites (e.g. brain, lungs).

Thus, clinical experience as well as histopathological examina-
tions indicate that (except for some situations where there is a
definite anatomical border like the pleural surface with lympho-
ma), it is not adequate to treat (e.g. excise or irradiate) only
the GTV, but one has also to include a margin for local subclini-
cal extensions around the GTV. The tumour cell density in the
margin is usually largest close to the GTV, and the decreases
centripetally from the GTV, but this may occur in an uneven
fashion, and there may be distinct strands of subclinical exten-
sions in some directions, and even local small deposits (Fig. 3).
It will to-day have to be the clinical experience that governs the
decision on the size in different directions of the margin for
local subclinical disease around a GTV. If this margin is well
described, then it should be possible during follow-up to identify
cases where the margin was inadequate, since these should show a
higher frequency of a marginal relapse. Over-evaluation however
can not be judged by this method. The situation is the same with
regional and distant subclinical disease (see below).
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Fig. 3. A tumour with high tumour cell density and its
surrounding microextensions with lower tumour cell
density. The extensions may be different in different
directions, and the possibility of separate small local
deposits may also have to be considered.

The other most frequent volumes selected for treatment of
subclinical disease are the regional lymph nodes (in node negative
patients). There should be no problems to identify the normal
position of the nodes that are prescribed for treatment (Fig. 4).
Unfortunately this is not always done, resulting in both under-
treatment and overtreatment.

In some situations the anatomical borders of the tissues that
are prescribed for treatment of subclinical disease are quite well
definable, e.g. the subdural space in the spinal or cranial re-
gions (Fig. 5), or the lungs.

For the patient illustrated in Fig. 1, one may then prescribe
treatment of not only the GTV and its margin for local subclini-
cal extensions (Fig. 6) but also (maybe to an other prescribed
dose) of presumed subclinical spread to the regional lymph nodes
in the mediastinum (Fig. 7).

DEFINITION OF THE PTV DURING THE PLANNING PROCESS.

For some treatment modalities (e.g. surgery and hyperthermia)
there are no (or should be no) problems with geometrical uncer-
tainties once the CTV(s) has been prescribed before treatment.
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Fig. 4. Typical CTV for the treatment of subclinical metastases
to the regional lymph nodes, in this case the internal
mammary nodes in breast cancer.

Medulloblastoma of 4th ventricle

Anatomical structure ICD-O(9) iCD-O(10) Laterality T-SNOMED
Gross tumor volume

Roof o( the 4th ventricle 191.5 C71.7 3

Clinical target volume
Cerebellum
lntracranial meninges
Spinal meninges

191.5

191.6
192.1
192.3

C71.6
C70.0
C70.1

T-X1820

T-X6000
T-X1410
T-X1115

Fig. 5. Case of prescription of a CTV for treatment of
subclinical disease in the subdural space in
medulloblastoma. In this case, the anatomical borders of
the CTV can be defined unambiguously.
From ICRU Report # 50 (1993). (By kind permission from
ICRU).
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Fig. 6. Case of bronchogenic carcinoma (same case as in Fig. 1).
Treatment prescription for the GTV and local subclinical
extensions (CTV 1) (indicated by the dashed line).
From ICRU Report # 50 (1993). (By kind permission from
ICRU).

For radiotherapy, and particularly with external beams, the
situation is different, and different geometrical uncertainties
have to be considered and taken into account when planning the
treatment. One thus has to add margin(s) to the CTV(s) for dose
planning purposes. This is not restricted to fractionated external
beam therapy, albeith the problems are then most obvious. The
process requires a close cooperation between the radiation oncolo-
gist and the radiophysicist.
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Fig. 7. Case of bronchogenic carcinoma (same case as in Fig. 1)•
Treatment presription for the mediastinal lymph nodes
(CTV 2) (indicated by the dashed line).
From ICRU Report # 50 (1993). (By kind permission from
ICRU).

The different geometrical uncertainties can be described as
follows:

movements of the patient as well as movements of the tissues
which contain the CTV (e.g. with respiration),

variations in size, shape and position of the
contain the CTV [e.g. different fillings of
respiration),
variations in beam geometry characteristics (e.g. beam
beam directions).

The uncertainties may be both intrafractional and interfractional.

tissues that
the bladder,

sizes,
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Thus, when once the CTV has been defined, then one has to
consider special problems related to different geometric inac-
curacies and uncertainties. A margin or margins for these uncer-
tainties has to be included in the dose planning procedure, which
then will evaluate a static situation, representing the CTV(s)
plus geometrical "safety" margin(s) (= Planning Target Volume,
PTV) and in fact not the true non-static clinical situation. The
dose distribution arrived at for this static representation will,
however, have to be considered as representative for the CTV. This
presents of course a dilemma, since the CTV (and Organs at Risk)
may during real treatment move in an uneven fashion across a dose
gradient in a way that is not demonstrated by the static dose
plan. If this occurs in a steep dose gradient (note special case:
scanning beam), then the effect may be significant. It is, how-
ever, necessary to accept a reasonable compromise. There are no
general rules on the size of the different geometric uncertainties
or how they should be added up. Individual evaluations are needed.

The following points to some of the problems that are encoun-
tered when defining these geometrical margins.

The starting point is the definition of the CTV(s), examplified
in Fig. 8 in a transversal plane for a patient with a mediastinal
tumour (full drawn line).

There are different possibilities for movements of the patient
and the tissues that contain the CTV in relation to a fix point
(e.g. suprasternal notch).

Thus the patient may move linearly in any direction (lateral
directions shown in Fig. 9 upper), and there may also be a rota-
tion along any axis (shown for a sagittal axis in Fig. 9 lower).
Most of the variations can be diminished by adequate patient
immobilization devices.

The tissues that contain the CTV may vary in size, shape, and
position in relation to the fix point. Thus there may e.g. be
different fillings of the bladder and the esophagus (Fig. 10
upper), and there may be displacements due to e.g. respiration
and variations of atelectasis and pleural effusion (Fig. 10 lo-
wer) .

All these potential variations may or may not co-variate.
Futhermore they may be systematic and/or random in their freqency,
magnitude, and direction. Some of these variations can be studied,
e.g. by means of repeat chest x-ray in treatment position, or by
fluoroscopy, but usually it is not possible to predict exactly
their total effect in a patient. Assumptions have to be made (see
below). As a first step in the dose-planning procedure one can
then add a combined margin to the CTV for the total effect of
these patient/tissue movements (Fig. 11). As shown in the figure,
the size of this integrated margin may differ in different direc-
tions.

It is thus obvious that, even with reproducible beam geometry,
the beams' sizes will have to be adjusted to cover the margin that
is needed for patient and tissues movements. Such an adjustement
may be different for different beam directions (Figs. 12 & 13). If
the beam geometry that will be used is known already at this stage
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Fig. 8. CTV (related to a fix point, e.g. sternal notch) repre-
sented as a prescription for an assumed static situa-
tion, for a patient with a tumuor in the mediastinum.

Fig. 9. Different types of patient's movements in relation to
the fix point have to be evaluated, and are shown here
as demonstrated by a limited number of transverse sec-
tion for two possibilities, viz. lateral displacement
(above) and rotation (below) of the whole patient.
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Fig. 10. The tissues that contain the CTV may vary in size due to
e.g. different fillings of a hollow viscus (above) and
it may vary in position in relation to the fix point
e.g. due to effects of respiration (lower).

Fig. 11. The variations shown in Figs. 9 & 10 may or may not co-
variate. The may also be of different size in different
directions. There combined effect can be estimated
taking into account normal variations as well as extreme
deviations. One then arrives at an accepted limit
(broken) line for these patient/tissue variations.
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Fig. 12. If the beams' sizes are choosen only according to he CTV
(fulldrawn line), then parts of the CTV will be missed
due to variations described in Figs. 9 & 10, and it will
be necessary to use (as a first step) larger beams to
cover the CTV and its geometric variations due to
patient/tissue movements (broken line) with reasonable
safety. The figure shows the situation for an anterior
beam, where the anatomical uncertainties for this
particular beam will have to be considered.
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Fig. 13 For the same situation as in Fig. 11, but with a lateral
beam, the situation will have to be handled similarly.

It is obvious from Figs. 12 & 13, that if only one beam
is used, one has consider margins for beam geometry
reasons in a plane only in two directions (lateral
directions for situation in Fig. 11, and AP-PA
directions for situation in Fig. 12). The need to define
these margins is therefore in fact related to the beam
geometry that will be used. As a compromise it is
probably useful in the routine work to accept that any
beam geometry will be tested, and add margins according
to this, as shown in Fig. 11.
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{e.g. according to a treatment protocol), then it is only necessa-
ry to define the margin for beam size in some directions, and then
only the influence of dose variation in the beam direction to the
CTV due to possible movements have also to be considered. In other
situations, as a useful compromise, it is usually feasible to
define the margin for patient/tissue movements in relation to the
fix point in all directions, as indicated in Fig. 11. Otherwise
the margin would have to re-defined in an iterative way as diffe-
rent beam directions are tested during the dose-planning proce-
dure .

Next problem is related to variations in beam sizes and direc-
tions during treatment. These uncertainties may also be both
systematic (e.g. sagging jaws) and random. The beams' sizes may
vary, as well as the rotation and gantry angle. Blocking can also
be considered to be part of this problem. Examples of lateral
dislocation of the beam as well as variation in beam angle are
shown in Fig. 14 (upper). In order to compensate for this, it is
obviously necessary to apply a larger beam (Fig. 14 lower). These
variations can to some extent be studied by means of portal ima-
ging. If this is rapid enough and on line, corrections during
treatment can be performed. Other parameters can be controlled by
means of different types of Check and Confirm Systems.

In analogy with the situation with margins for patient/tissue
variations, one could for dose-planning purposes add up the mar-
gins needed for the different types of beam geometry uncertainties
(Fig. 15). Note that these may have a different shape and position
than the one needed for patient/tissue movements.

It is usually not reasonable to add up all uncertainties
linearly. This would probably in most cases lead to too large
volumes being treated and thus unnecessary toxicity. Instead, one
may assume that the random uncertainties are normally distributed
(Hess et al., 1994) and the systematic uncertainties can be
estimated by their standard deviations, and then the combined
effect can be estimated. The total standard deviation is then the
root of the square sum of random and systematic uncertainties
(ICRU Report 50, 1993).

If such a method is accepted, then the different kinds of
uncertainties may be amalgamated into one margin (Fig. 16 bottom),
that will be used for dose planning, and, with all its
limitations, also for recording and reporting the dose to the
CTV. Fig. 17 shows this principle applied to the patient
previously demonstrated in Figs. 1, 6, and 7.

During recent years, several studies on the problem of margins
in external beam radiotherapy have been reported (e.g. Blanco S.
et al [1987], Brenner D. [1989], Gildersleve J. et al [1994],
Goitein M. [1985] , Goitein M. & Busse J. [1975], Graham M. et al
[1994]. Hess C. et al [1994], Holmberg 0. et al [1994], Huizenga
H. et al [1988], Leunens G. et al [1993], Moerland V. et al
[1994], Rudat V. et al [1994], and Wambersie A. et al. [1994]).
Often they focus mainly on beam positioning errors. Even though
several of different the types of margins are largely influenced
by patient and tumor characteristics, and thus individual, a
search for typical patterns is highly needed. It is hoped that
future research and technical developments will help to clarify
the issue.
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Fig. 14 An other problem that needs to be handled is geometric
uncertainties of the positioning of the beams in
relation to the fix point. These uncertainties may well
be both systematic {e.g. sagging jaws) and random. Shown
here are positioning variations in lateral direction as
well as directional variations (above), and the margin
needed to select proper beam sizes to compensate for
these variations (below).
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Fig. 15 Thus in analogy to the situation described in Fig- 11,
for dose planning purposes it is useful to add a margin
(dotted line) for these beam geometry uncertainties, the
CTV (full drawn line).
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Fig. 16 All the uncertanties demonstrated in Figs. 9, 10, and 14
have to be considered together, since dose-planning at
present is made assuming static conditions. In this
example, beam margins needed because of patient/tissue
variations (upper left) have been considered separately
from margins needed due to beam geometry variations
(Fig. 14) (upper right). It is by no means clear a
priori how the different margins should be added up for
the purpose of dose planning, since they may or may not
co-variate, and furthermore they may be both systematic
and random. The lower figure shows a compromize where
the addition has been made as described in the text.
This is the static representation (PTV) that is used for
treatment planning for the CTV shown in Fig. 8, and for
recording and reporting dose to the CTV.
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Fig. 17 For the patient with a bronchogenic carcinoma shown
above (Figs. 1, 6 & 7) the PTV was defined as shown in
this figure by the thick full-drawn line (same dose
prescribed for both CTV 1 and CTV 2).
From ICRU Report # 50 (1993). (By kind permission from
ICRU).
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